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many of the poems within the Blue Hour will be thought of my ?early? poems, written within the
overdue Nineteen Eighties and early 1990s, whilst i used to be attempting to make a decision
no matter if my profession will be in song or poetry writing. There are a couple of poems
excepted, written simply during the last 3 years among 2001 and 2004: the poems
Denouement, Heavy Cream, Communion and Journey, besides a couple of others, fall into this
category. a few of the poems during this e-book are written in formal structural styles,
reminiscent of the sonnets Alpine Harlequinade and Ravage, the syllabic poem The Taoist to
the Swimmer (each line is precisely nine syllables) and the quatrain versed, hidden end-rhyme
poem, the opposite Side. a variety of of the poems the following replicate the impression of the
?confessional? college of poetry, popularized by means of Anne Sexton, Robert Lowell and
Sylvia Plath.
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